Continuous news streams provide valuable and time-critical information across a range of financial market stakeholders. The large volume of such news makes it important to extract information automatically from these data nurseries. In many cases it is essential to repeatedly process a large news archive as and when news arrives and it has to be reconciled with what has happened in the past. An algorithm is presented that can analyse a large text collection and extract terminology and ontology of the specialist domain of the texts. The state of flux of financial markets and instruments traded therein can be observed with a diachronic analysis. We report on a grid implementation of our algorithm and show a degree of diachronic change in the use of certain terms in texts at one time with texts at another.
Continuous news streams provide valuable and time-critical information across a range of financial market stakeholders. The large volume of such news makes it important to extract information automatically from these data nurseries. In many cases it is essential to repeatedly process a large news archive as and when news arrives and it has to be reconciled with what has happened in the past. An algorithm is presented that can analyse a large text collection and extract terminology and ontology of the specialist domain of the texts. The state of flux of financial markets and instruments traded therein can be observed with a diachronic analysis. We report on a grid implementation of our algorithm and show a degree of diachronic change in the use of certain terms in texts at one time with texts at another.
Introduction
In one of the recent papers on grid computing, the term has been defined as "distributed computing performed transparently across multiple administrative domains" [1] and a "catchall term for [..] distributed computing" [2] . The use of grid computing systems in the financial services and banking sector focuses on the computation of financial risks by the batch processing of time-serial numeric data. Banks are using thousands of CPUs connected to a grid for such tasks i and major hardware manufacturers are involved in rolling out products and services based on grid technology; some offer 'rental' at as little as $1 per hour of connect time to potential customers ii . The growing use of standards in the financial-information vending industry has led to software solutions that can 'parse' XML and other marked-up documents and then generate reports that are customised for user needs iii .
In processing large volumes of numerical data in batch mode, the financial grid developers are following the lead given by the developers of science grids of various kindsparticle physics, seismography, crystallography and genetic engineering. Science grids, by and large, deal with data archives and, with some exceptions, seldom deal with transaction processing problems. The focus in traditional grid computing is on data tombs. The financial grid developed at the University of Surrey also followed this lead: grid-based services for Monte-Carlo simulation [3] and for pre-processing financial data using wavelet analysis [4] were developed. The results showed considerable speed-ups, and the build up of latency, as the number of CPU's increased (2 4 8 16 32 64).
The grid infrastructure developed at Surrey by Gillam et al [5] currently comprises 24 machines offering 81 processors, 1.6TB of disk space, 20GB memory and 96GHz processing, soon to be expanded by over 100 processors, 40TB of disk space and commensurate processing power and memory. In addition to this computational power, we have recently gained access to the UK's National Grid Service * Our Grid infrastructure has Globus Toolkit (v3.0.2), the Open the data nursery -is the focus of this paper. The nursery contains factually correct news but there are instances of the impact of macroeconomic announcements [6] [7] , and there are serious effects of rumours and mis-sellings on the markets [8] . We have developed a framework of text analysis that has led to a sentiment analysis system [9] which, in turn, is supported by an automatic ontology and terminology extraction method and software tools [10] . This paper discusses the infrastructure of meaning (semantic) analysis for the financial trading -the
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Financial data tombs and nurseries Lee Gillam ontology of financial economics/trading that helps in organising terminology, with systematically organised terminology faciltating meaning analysis.
A systematic and automatic analysis of news texts
The volume of data and the number of diverse sources of the data both keep increasing. Data archives are continously expanding with new items of tick data for shares, currencies and other financial instruments; archives are further expanded by 24-hour news coverage available in textual form published on news-wires and more recently using Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds, in spoken form through digital radio and their on-demand counterpart podcasts, and by continuous televisual coverage through the variety of available digital television channels. Sources of additional and related information range from government agencies to private enterprises, and from commentaries provided on investment websites to electronic discussion forums, encyclopedia-like resources such as the now-ubiquitous "what I know is" (Wiki) systems, netgroups, blogs and other such resources. The increase in volume and diversity of sources has an impact on the speed with which knowledge in the market can change, and the sources which will be trusted for the provision of reliable yet up-to-the-minute information. Current financial trading stations have an abundance of time-series tools, but financial news remains a continuous stream of information indexed and retrieved by its headline and placed into fixed categories by the news provider.
The financial news streams comprise natural language texts and numerical data. Natural language is used spontaneously and the texts comprise arbitrary choices of words, phrases, metaphors and allusions, though editorial policies of the news agencies attempt to reduce this arbitrariness. Computer systems have difficulty with dealing with arbitrary choices as demonstrated by the failure of the so-called fully automatic high-quality machine translation projects in the 1980's. However, instead of dealing with language of everyday usage, where the choices are unlimited, short texts like news reports dedicated to a single subject -financial news, sports news, scientific communication and so on -are written to avoid ambiguity and to ensure consistency. The limits on the choice can be seen at the level of the chosen words on an individual (or single word basis), and once one word is chosen the choice is further limited in the use of multiple words. This limitation of choice can be used to confidently extract meaningful information in a more systematic manner; this indeed is the goal of the information extraction (IE) community, but the focus amongst the IE workers is on the notoriously ambiguous language for everyday usage. We have shown this limitation of choice amongst users of language for special purposes -ranging from language used by financial journalists to research scientists in nanontechnology and nuclear physics, and from form language used by professionals like radiologists to sports journalists -can be used to extract information automatically from streaming texts using the following algorithm [11] :
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Financial data tombs and nurseries Lee Gillam The algorithm can be used in the extraction of sentiment analysis and categorisation of news in English, and its efficacy has been also demonstrated for Chinese and Arabic also. The algorithm does not involve one (or many) financial analysts eyeballing the news -around 8,000 news items per day from one vendor alone -the news stream is analysed automatically. As we show below, the lexical choice and concomitant conceptual graphs can be amended rapidly by a human being after a computer system has generated such graphs from automatic analysis of millions of words of financial texts. The analyst may require an analysis of the news archive over many days, months or even years; one year's news supplied by Reuters Financial News alone takes about 15 hours on a single processor. Such processor-bound computation demands a distributed computing system; with 64 processors the analysis takes just under one hour: a speed-up of a factor of 15!
Computing the Financial Ontology on the Grid
We demonstrate 'changes' in terminology that presents variation in the financial ontology by comparing a selection of news, largely related to the UK financial markets, carried on the Reuters website in December 2001 and in December 2002. The statistics are shown below. The frequency of tokens in the two corpora were compared to that of the frequency of the same tokens in the British National Corpus (a 100 million word corpus of English General Language [12] ) to compute the weirdness ratio R. We exclude all tokens with frequency below 5, together with proper nouns, for computing the first (average) and second (standard deviation) moments of frequency and weirdness by using steps A1-A2 in the algorithm presented in Figure 1 above. Table 1 shows a sample of the detailed computations and comprises the 'core' terminology used during the two periods: some
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Financial data tombs and nurseries Lee Gillam of the tokens are used in a consistent manner -e.g. percent, shares,and pounds. But others are less stable, for example the euro and euros: . Furthermore, when the metaphorical up/down or rise/fall are used in conjunction with percent and a numeral, the sentence comprising the metaphor and percent invariably refers to change in the value of share price, indexes related to market aggregates. This pattern is extracted directly from a text corpus and can, in turn, be used as a 'rule' to unambiguously extract these patterns. The collocates of share/shares show some variation; in particular, the term is used in two senses: as a proportion of the consumer market and as a generic name for a financial instrument. Execution of steps (A6-A7) of our algorithm yields the following graphs ( 
December 2001 December 2002
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Afterword
The grid implementation of the algorithm in Figure 1 has recently been completed and the results obtained so far are encouraging. We have demonstrated elsewhere that actual or predicted changes in the price of a share or currency depends upon market sentiment and the sentiment extracted from texts may be a proxy for this. Such an analysis requires access to terminology and a systematic framework for organising terminology. In this paper we have briefly described our first steps in the analysis of data nurseries on the Grid and thereby possibly broadening the scope of the applications of grid technologies. We are currently working on the evolving ontology of currency trading that will soon include the Chinese ruan and the Indian rupee -described as exotic currencies.
